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When Maxwell released BLACKsummers’night back in
2009, he seemed to be settling into the role of neo-soul elder
statesman. However, it was a role he hadn’t quite earned.
The singer had released only three albums before then, all
in a five-year span between 1996 and 2001. Of those, only
one – his great debut Urban Hang Suite – was really worth
a listen. Accordingly, BLACKsummers’night was clunky, too
awkward to be as elegant as he wanted it to be, a textbook
case of reach exceeding grasp. If this was what he’d settled
into, the saga of Maxwell had come to a disappointing
anticlimax.

BlackSUMMERS’night, the second installment of a trilogy
that will eventually conclude with blacksummers’NIGHT, proves he’s still restless. This is the some of most joyfully
experimental music he’s ever made and his best album since Urban Hang Suite. Far from the tuxedoed
conservatism of its predecessor, this album at times resembles the soaring art-rock of Radiohead or Wild Beasts
more than anything one might traditionally associate with R&B. The beats are itchy and skittering. Maxwell’s voice is
part of the texture as often as it’s front and center. Live instruments abound, as is par for the course in neo-soul, but
he’s not afraid to use MIDI presets or trippy effects (there are more phasers here than I’ve heard on any R&B
record).

Track one, “All The Ways Love Can Feel,” brings all these elements together into one of the year’s most formidable
album openers. The beat pulses along in an uneasy mutant-disco rhythm. New elements are continually being
introduced: petulant MIDI keys, faintly ominous horns, those fluttering synth stabs Donald Fagen invented on “The
New Frontier.” Maxwell’s vocal is restrained, but he seems possessed, especially as his voice slowly rises at the end
of the chorus. It cruises for five and a half minutes, but I wouldn’t have complained if it had gone on for seven or
even twelve minutes. It’s the kind of song you just want to let swallow you up.

“The Fall” continues in this vein, its beat hinting slightly at drum & bass as a rich, burgundy-colored synth (indie rock
fans might recognize the preset as the same one Mount Eerie used on Clear Moon’s concluding synth solo)
shimmers in the background. Then, the album hits a roadblock. “III” is the worst thing here by a mile, an attempt at a
James Brown-style soul rave-up that’s tripped up by its spotlessly clean sound and lyrics like “I just want a Michelle
Obama lady/to hold me down when the world’s crazy.” Maxwell’s weak point has always been his lyrics, and
sometimes they’re so clunky that the lead-out grooves are the most satisfying parts of the songs.

Next we have “Lake By The Ocean” (not to be confused with Joe Jonas’s “Cake By The Ocean”), which is a fairly
standard quiet-storm ballad. It’s a good song and the catchiest thing here, but it’s nothing we didn’t know Maxwell
could do – which could not be said of those incredible first two songs. A lot of the songs on side two blur together; we
don’t get anything as dreadful as “III” again, but we also don’t get anything really surprising. Only “1990x,” an almost
Portishead-like slow-burner with a devastating lyrical twist, really stands out among the bunch.

BlackSUMMERS’night bears little resemblance to BLACKsummers’night, and there’s not much to mark it as part of
the same series aside from Maxwell’s monochromatic attire on the cover. This is promising, especially since it
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suggests its predecessor might have just been a one-off fluke and that Maxwell hasn’t sunk into the comfort of adult
contemporary quite yet. Despite its many flaws, blackSUMMERS’night is one of the year’s most fascinating R&B
albums and proof that the genre’s old guard is just as capable of creating innovative, mind-bending music as the
Frank Oceans and Beyoncés that populate its vanguard today. I can’t wait for blacksummer’sNIGHT.
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